**SLIPPERY ROCK UNIVERSITY**

**HOUSING RATES**

**FALL 2023**

**SPRING 2024**

**PER SEMESTER, PER STUDENT**

Students are assigned a bed number • Meal plan required • [www.sru.edu/dining](http://www.sru.edu/dining)

*Subject to change

---

**INFORMATION:**
- **$3,510**
  - **46%** OF THE ROOM STYLES
  - **DOUBLE STUDIO**
- **$3,900**
  - **18%** OF THE ROOM STYLES
  - **DOUBLE SUITE**
- **$4,160**
  - **17%** OF THE ROOM STYLES
  - **4 SINGLE SUITE**

---

**RHOADS AND NORTH - TRADITIONAL STYLE ROOMS**

**SHARED RESTROOM ON FLOORS**

- **$1,744**
  - **DOUBLE OCCUPANCY**
  - NORTH HALL
- **$1,744**
  - **DOUBLE OCCUPANCY**
  - RHOADS

---

**MEASUREMENTS:**
- Bookcase: 36" x 30"
- Desk: 42" across
- Closet: 43" wide
- Refrigerator: 24" x 36"
- Window: 54" x 54"

---

**4 SINGLE SUITES AND DOUBLE SUITES:**
- Sofa: 77" x 36"
- Chair: 38" x 38"
- Refrigerator: 28" x 61"
- Windows (in common area): 26" x 54"
- Bedroom windows: 54" x 54"
- Bookcase, desk, closet: see above

*All beds are twin XL and raise to 32”
*Measurements are approximate

---

**DOES NOT INCLUDE MICROWAVE AND REFRIGERATOR**

---

**EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE**

[www.SRU.edu](http://www.SRU.edu)

A member of Pennsylvania’s State System of Higher Education